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4 By January 2016 a British astronaut will live on the 
International Space Station.

5 This weekend my brother will be cycling from 
London to Edinburgh.

4 Find the extra word in each sentence.

1 At 1 o’clock we will have has been walking for five 
hours. Are we nearly there?

2 Next month they will have been lived in their house 
for a year.

3 It’s my parents’ wedding anniversary next week. They 
will have been being married for five years.

4 Just think, tomorrow James will to have been on the 
boat for a week. 

5 It’s almost 5 o’clock. By then I will have been waiting 
for for the bus for half an hour. It’s very late.

5 Complete the sentences with the correct form of 
these verbs. There is one extra verb.

disappear • go • make • not visit • study • travel

1 By 2030 DVDs   .

2 By 2020 humans   Mars. 

3 By this time next year I   at 
university for two years and have one more year to go.

4 Next year that pilot   over 
one thousand flights. 

5 By four o’clock we   for 24 
hours! 

6 Complete the text with the correct form of these 
verbs.

become •  blast off •  carry out •  fly •  return •  
spend •  spend •  soon fly •  wait •  wait

Making history (an article from 2015)

British astronaut Tim Peake (1)    
  into space. He (2)    
  the first British European Space 

Agency (ESA) astronaut to live on the International 
Space Station. When Tim Peake sets off, ESA  
(3)   forty years to see this happen. 
In December, Peake (4)   to 
Kazakhstan where he (5)   
two weeks in quarantine with his crewmates so  
he doesn’t get sick. On the 15th December he  
(6)   into space. He  
(7)   five months on board 
the International Space Station where he  
(8)   a series of experiments. 
By this time next year, he (9)   
to Earth and will no doubt have lots of stories to tell.  
I, for one, (10)   to hear them.

Future forms; Future continuous, future 
perfect simple and future perfect 
continuous
1 Circle the correct option.

1 According to the timetable, our train   tomorrow 
afternoon. 
a will have b leaves c will have d leaving 
 left    been   
     leaving

2 I’ve decided   philosophy and politics at university. 
a I’ll have b I’ll have c I’m going d I study 
 studied  been  to study 
   studying

3 Space tourism   possible in the not too distant 
future. 
a will have b is being c is d will be 
 been

4 The heads of department   tomorrow to discuss 
the issue. 
a are b will have c meeting d meets 
 meeting  been  
   meeting

5 Based on the results of the survey, these products 
  a great success. 

a will be b are going c will have d are 
 being  to be  been  being

2 Complete the text with these verbs. Put the verbs 
in the correct form. There is one extra verb.

be •  become •  fly •  hope •  seat •  be •  use

According to some predictions, flying cars (1)   
  available in the next 15 years or so. Several 

companies are developing prototypes. Terrafugia is one 
company. Their car (2)   four people 
and (3)   with wings similar to a plane. 
Aeromobil (4)   to sell a model as 
early as 2017. This prototype works like a normal car, but 
has collapsible wings so it can fly. Both ideas are exciting. 
However, I don’t think they (5)   a 
normal form of transport any time soon as the first models 
(6)   cheap.

3 Find and correct the sentences with mistakes.  
Tick (✓) the correct sentences.
1 In the future, we’ll be see jetpacks as a common 

form of travel.
2 In 2030 people will travel longer distances more 

quickly.
3 Tomorrow night I be flying to New York.


